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10/2/2021 ADVISORY NO. 2021-1572 

 
Dear Valued Customers, 
 

Effective 4 October 2021, we will be implementing a TABS Slot Reservation & Activation System. 
 
Features of the System: 
 

TABS Slot Reservation - Ability for a customer to Reserve TABS slots in 1-Stop up to 7 days in 
advance 
 

TABS Slot Activation - A system-generated function that Activates the TABS Slot Reservation 6 
hours before the booked TABS slot 
  
*Please note that a TABS Slot Reservation is only considered valid when it has been activated. Trucks 
that arrive at the gates before the TABS slot is activated will be considered “without TABS 
appointment”, shall NOT be served, and will be required to settle pass thru fee in ACTS before the 

truck will be allowed to gate out. 
 
Example: 

• TABS Reservation/booking attempt was made on Monday 0900H in 1-Stop. 

• Selected TABS slot is Wednesday Zone 12. 

• TABS Reservation/Booking will be system-activated on Wednesday 0600H. 
You may also click on this link for the sample scenario: Sample Slot Reservation & Activation Scenario 
 
For details on handling of trucks without TABS appointment (i.e. arriving more than 6 hours from 
appointment), please click on this link: Truck Handling at Gates for Trucks without TABS Booking 
 
*Please be reminded as well that, although booking will be activated 6 hours before appointment time, 
truck must still arrive within the early grace period. Early penalties will still apply for those trucks 

arriving more than 2 hours before their booked zone. 
 
*Note also that trucks that arrive without TABS booking (outside activation period) cannot replace 
their gatepass with another one that is within the activated period.  
 
In summary, NO ACTIVATED BOOKING, NO ENTRY/SERVING STARTING OCTOBER 4. 

 

We would like to request everyone to please disseminate this advisory to all your team members, 
business partners and service providers for everyone’s guidance and compliance. For any clarification 
or question, please feel free to send us message through customercare@ictsi.com. 
  
Many thanks, 
  

MICT Management 

 

https://bit.ly/3F83A3W
https://bit.ly/3o8RlOy
mailto:customercare@ictsi.com

